
Wednesday 25th March 2020 

 

Good morning Primary 1. It has been really positive to see everyone who has been 

engaging with the activities at home so far! We look forward to hearing from you again 

this morning between 8:45am-9:45am.  We have highlighted the “actual tasks” in 

green so that you can refer back to see them more easily.  The amount of text 

will reduce as time goes on.  

Today’s Strive for 5 

 

1. Health and Wellbeing 

 
Joe Wicks holds live PE lessons at 9am each morning from Monday to Friday for 30 

mins. This is a perfect way to get some exercise in while we’re advised to stay indoors! 

Adults, you can sit back and watch or join in for some fun! Follow the link below, which 

will take you to his YouTube channel:  

 

The Body Coach TV - click here.  
 

Or…  

 

Cosmic Kids Yoga is a YouTube channel that introduces children to yoga, mindfulness 

and relaxation through movement. These interactive adventures help to build strength, 

balance and confidence - and get kids into yoga and mindfulness early! Adults feel free 

to join in!  

 

Squish The Fish- a Cosmic Kids Yoga Adventure. Squish The Fish - click here.  
 

2. Literacy - Reading 

 

RWI - all resources are in your red homework folder along with instructions. Please use 

the pink jotter/blank paper for any written activities.  

 

No new set 2 sounds will be introduced until after the Easter Holidays. 

 

Monday - Friday                         Daily  

● All sounds used as flashcards, including our set 2 sounds (ay, ee, igh, ow, 

oo) 

● A mix of green words - ask your child to fred talk them first 

● Correct formation of individual sounds - a, b, c, d  

● Pick 4 words to fred spell (magnetic letters or write). Remember to use 

your fingers to track the number of sounds.  

 

All children were given an additional reading book at their suitable level to work on this 

week (if your child was not given an additional book then we would like you to 

concentrate on the sounds and green words).  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/user/thebodycoach1/featured
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cNjAj_o0SI&list=PL8snGkhBF7njuEl8V642ZeFwcbVRRPFLG


3.  Literacy - Writing 

We have been working on creating a 3 part story, paying attention to the concept of 

first, next and finally (beginning, middle, end). This has been based on an action so 

far e.g. throwing.  All children are writing independently but at their own pace. 

 

Today - Using yesterday’s picture of you washing something, think about what was 

happening BEFORE and draw that part of the story.  (e.g. if you chose washing the car 

then the BEFORE picture might be your filling the bucket up with water and bubbles). 

We have posted an example on the class stream.  

(Writing will come later in the week, we build up our drawings and discussions in order 

to make it easier when we do write.) 

 

4. Numeracy 

We have been exploring addition within 10 and looked at the commutative rule of 

addition, the fact that you can swap the numbers round and it doesn’t make a 

difference to the answer.  We have been using this rule to help us when faced with an 

addition sum that has the biggest number second.  

We are looking to build up our recall of these addition facts so that soon we will just 

know some of these answers without having to work them out.   

 

- Calculation Balance - click here 
When you go to the site, please select ‘addition bonds within 10’ 

 

★ When your child is adding, remind them they can swap the numbers round if the 

biggest one isn’t at the start. E.g 2+ 5 becomes 5 + 2, allowing them to count on 

quicker. 5, 6, 7.  

Encourage use of fingers and work towards your child putting a number in their 

head so that they count on.  They don’t have to count the 5, they know there is 

5. So, 5, 6, 7.  

 

 

5. Context for Learning - same task as yesterday so you can experiment with 

something else.  

Wonders of water - changing states (solid - liquid - solid)  

 

By Investigating how water can change from one form to another, I 

can relate my findings to everyday experiences. SCN 0-05a  

 

Please complete 2 of the below activities this week. This 

requires adult support.  

★ Make jelly  

★ Make angel delight 

★ Melt chocolate - you could use this to bake 

★ Eggs - fry or boil an egg 

At each stage talk to your child about the changing state.   We would love to see 

your photos shared on google classroom.  

 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Flash.aspx?f=CalcBalancev5

